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	Warp speed universe. Warp speed financial markets. The 8th Edition of this

	classic book appeared when it seemed that the millennium and paradise had

	been achieved and that, like McKay’s tulipomania, the price of stocks would

	rise forever and men would rush from the world over and pay whatever

	price was asked for what-was-its-name.com, Internet.groceries, or ihype.com

	or icon.com or gotcha.com. And, feature this,

	Dow 36000.

	The bubble was

	just in the process of bursting, of course. Before it burst fabulous fortunes

	were made by roller blader and scooter tycoons and by young geeks with

	nothing but chutzpah and a laptop. One of my favorite stories is of the young

	entrepreneur who said “Why don’t I deserve it (the $100MM he made in the

	IPO)? I’ve devoted three years of my life to this project.” (Now dead.)





	Now many of those people are in prison and the hangover lingers on.

	Lying, cheating, and stealing on all sides. From Enron to Arthur Anderson.

	Billions, if not trillions into a black hole. As all this developed I warned of

	the impending collapse in the John Magee Investment Letters on the web.

	There was nothing magic or brilliant about seeing what was going on.

	Perspective and perception came from applying the lessons taught in this

	book by Edwards and Magee. Like Benedict XVI (in a different area) I am a

	humble worker in their vineyard.





	I press on attempting to modernize (where necessary) and extend their

	work, fit it to the modern situation and make it even more useful to current

	day traders and investors.





	In this ongoing labor of love I have been immeasurably assisted by my

	graduate students and colleagues at Golden Gate University in San Francisco.

	In constant interaction with them, I have been stimulated to see important

	aspects of Edwards and Magee’s work and develop and emphasize these

	elements in my teaching and in this new edition.





	Specifically, both long-term and short-term traders will find important

	new material in this edition. In my graduate seminars I have seen the power

	of what Magee called the “Basing Points” procedure and so have extended

	the treatment of this material. My interest in and respect for Dow Theory

	have recently increased as the result of a paper done with Brian Brooker for

	the Market Technicians Association (“Dissecting Dow Theory”). Material

	from that paper will be found in this edition. Short-term traders and futures

	speculators will appreciate extensive new material on commodity trading.

	These traders have been entirely too influenced by mechanical numberdriven

	systems of recent years and need to restore perspective by mastering

	the material in this book.
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Pediatric Autoimmunity and Transplantation: A Case-Based Collection with MCQs, Volume 3Springer, 2019

	
		This book is a collection of case-based questions, directed towards and meticulously selected to cover the most common and important aspects of pediatric autoimmune disorders. Autoimmune disorders of infancy and childhood, rheumatological disorders, dermatologic autoimmune disorders, autoinflammatory disorders, and clinical...
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Computer and Intrusion Forensics (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2003
Computer forensics and intrusion forensics are rapidly becoming
mainstream activities in an increasingly online society due to the
ubiquity of computers and computer networks. We make daily use of
computers either for communication or for personal or work transactions.
From our desktops and laptops we access Web servers, e-mail...
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Adaptive Antennas and Receivers (Electrical and Computer Enginee)CRC Press, 2005
In our modern age of remote sensing, wireless communication, and the nearly endless list of other antenna-based applications, complex problems require increasingly sophisticated solutions. Conventional antenna systems are no longer suited to high-noise or low-signal applications such as intrusion detection. Detailing highly effective approaches to...
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Computer-Based Numerical & Statistical Techniques (with CD-ROM)(Mathematics)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2007
T he limitations of analytical methods in practical applications have led mathematicians to evolve numerical methods. We know that exact methods often fail in drawing plausible inferences from a given set of tabulated data or in finding roots of transcendental equations or in solving non-linear differential equations.

Even if analytical...
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Marketing Metrics: The Definitive Guide to Measuring Marketing Performance (2nd Edition)Wharton School Publishing, 2010

	The Definitive Guide to the New State-of-the-Art in Marketing Metrics


	 


	Marketing Metrics, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to today’s most valuable marketing metrics. In this thoroughly updated and significantly...
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Next Generation Geospatial Information: From Digital Image Analysis to Spatiotemporal Databases (ISPRS Book Series)Taylor & Francis, 2005

	With the turn of the century our ability to collect and store geospatial information has increased considerably. This has resulted in ever-increasing amounts of heterogeneous geospatial data, an issue that poses new challenges and opportunities. As these rich sources of data are made available, users rely, now more than ever, on the...
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